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Thank you for considering the Norfolk Painting School Diploma, this
'transformative' course can help you find your creative vision and
achieve your technical potential.
Taught and led by successful exhibiting artist Martin Kinnear, the
Diploma is skills led, intensely practical, creatively inspiring,
'challenging' and 'life changing'.
Unlike Ateliers we don't have a school style, preferred genre or
narrow method. Unlike degree courses we understand that painters
need skills and ideas to realise their creative potential.
We teach you what you need to know to learn how to paint your
way.

Turning down the wrong course is just as important as finding the
right one. That's why we are the fastest growing specialist painting
school in the UK, and attract serious painters from all over the
world.
Welcome to The Diploma.

Welcome

'There is no greater
burden than unfulfiled

potential'
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The Diploma is the course you would create if you wanted the
technical skills and creative direction to learn to paint your way.
Starting from teaching you the skills you need to succeed, our
structured and proven Diploma course is built around 12 months of
moderated study and world class tuition.
Each month you will receive three days of hands on, practical
tuition, demonstrations and critique at the school, preparing you for
a further month of structured and moderated home study.
Split into three trimesters to help you achieve staged learning goals,
the Diploma breaks down the task of learning to paint into nine
inspirational workshops.
We start Trimester One by teaching you the practical skills and
studio craft you need to express your vision, from glowing indirect
glazing, to punchy direct contemporary painting.
By learning the craft of painting, you will be able to put your creative
ideas on canvas and work in a traditional or contemporary way,
mixing methods to suit your ideas.
Next, we introduce you to some of the best ways to re-imagine your
preferred subjects in new and interesting ways. From glowing
Luminism, through Realism to Cubism and striking Abstraction we
show you the best ways to use your painting skills.
This means that after Trimester Two you will be able to incorporate
inspirational ideas and styles from the Masters, into your own style.
Once you know what you like and what paint can do, we move on to
helping you create your own unique painting style.
By teaching you how great painters discovered their own styles,
how to effectively self critique your work and how to harness your
intuition and imagination we will help you create and develop your
own unique style
By the end of Trimester Three you will have your own style and be
well on the path to becoming the best painter you can be.
How to paint, what good painting looks like, and how you should
paint : it's a recipe for your creative success.

Structured Learning

'Painting chooses you'
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Inspired Tuition

'Those who can,
teach.'

Painting is an intensely practical skill, so it's vital to be taught by and
work with, skilled, successful, exhibiting artists.
That's why our Diploma is delivered by a team of professional,
passionate painters led by Martin Kinnear, one of the UK's leading
visual arts practitioners, and an acknowledged expert in oils.
Described as 'a generous and inspirational teacher' Kinnear brings
his deep knowledge, and genuine passion for painting to every
workshop on the course
As well as leading the Diploma workshops, Kinnear has been
described as one of the UK's 'most exciting and talented' painters.
In 2018 he was awarded the coveted Medaille d' Argent for Painting
at his first Paris Salon by the Societie Nationale des Beaux Arts for
work, which also won him a coveted solo show at The Bowes
Museum, well known for hosting exhibitions by artists such as Hirst
and Hockney as well as their world famous Old Master permanent
collection.
In addition to his professional work, Kinnear is a regularly published
contributor on oil painting to both The Artist, and Artists & Illustrators
magazines, which have published series' by. and on him every year
since 2012.
Martin's studio team are all exhibiting artists who share his passion
for painting and generosity of spirit. At the school we believe that
your success is our success, which is why we always have
dedicated studio assistants (whom are all Diploma graduates) to
work with you, at your easel, at every Diploma workshop.
This means that you will always have access to sound opinions,
technical advice and benefit from ample contact time with tutors who
understand your journey, and are invested in your success.
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World Class

'Skills facilitate

creativity'

Great learning starts with great facilities, so we've constantly
invested in our 9000 sq. ft purpose designed studios to ensure you
have the best learning environment to work in.
Our large, professionally lit, Diploma studio is equipped with a
purpose built demonstration theatre, with state of the art live camera
feeds to four 70" HD screens. This means that you feel as close to
each demonstration painting, as if you were painting it yourself.
Each workstation is equipped with a professional Mabef 'H' frame
easel, and all of the brushes, tools, paints and specialist materials
you need in our studio workshops are included. This means that
whatever you are painting you will always have the right materials to
optimise your learning experience.
We import all of our specialist oils and mediums from Gamblin of
Portland, Oregon, because they are the safest and lowest odour
materials in the world, as well as leaders in sustainability.
Our commitment to studio safety and the planet, means you will
enjoy a healthy and responsible painting experience with us.
Thanks to our location in unspoilt North Norfolk, the school is also a
fantastic base for extra curricular activities. It's easy to take in one of
our world class beaches, go cycling, walking, or just enjoy one of
our many local restaurants or gastro pubs after class.
Our location ensures that Diploma groups have ample opportunities
to meet up and reflect upon their painting after class.
During the School day, you'll find that our free unlimited on site
parking, student cafe - serving complimentary refreshments and
light lunches and inspirational school gallery, make your time at the
School a pleasure.
If you choose an accommodation inclusive Diploma you will benefit
from staying in one of our fully equipped properties which are a
convenient, short drive from the teaching studios
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Key Facts
The Diploma covers skills, aesthetics and creative vision. The aim of
the course is to enable you to develop your style and be the best
painter you can be. It's about your skills and creative vision, not
learning a school style or simply copying your tutors.
The Diploma course is based around nine, three day workshops at
our purpose designed North Norfolk studios. It always includes a
mix of skills, concepts, demonstrations and practical hands on
instruction
Each workshop is designed to set you a month of structured home
study which you will undertake in your own studio. It helps you to
develop your own studio practice at your own pace
The Diploma has three trimesters each with an overall learning goal
designed to help you develop your own painting style. It's a proven
course, structured to help you succeed
The Diploma is led by professional artist Martin Kinnear, a published
expert in traditional oils and internationally recognised contemporary
oil painter. It means you work with, and learn directly from,
succesful artists
Between classes you will have access to our specialist Diploma
Forum, an online place to collaborate and share ideas with your
group and our studio team. It's set up to help you whilst you are
working at home
Each workshop you will receive professionally printed notes and
other handouts, as well as a curated reading list for deeper study. It
ensures you have both the references you need, and are
directed if you want to learn more.
Everything is included whilst you are at the School, from dedicated
studio assistants to specialist paints and state of the art facilities. It
is designed to ensure you can focus on your painting.
We run between one and three Diploma programs per year,
depending on Martin's current exhibiting commitments.We are
looking for passionate painters with potential , but places are
limited
Entry is by portfolio interview, with preference given to painters who
have previously completed a core skills course at the school.
Contact Jane@norfolkpaintingschool.com to book your
interview
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Taking Part
Anybody who is passionate about their painting and wants to
become the best painter they can be, can apply for a place on the
Diploma
We offer between one and three courses per year, depending on
Martin's exhibiting commitments.
Places are offered on a first come, first served basis, are subject to
a 121 portfolio interview with Martin Kinnear at his Norfolk studio.
We are not necessarily looking for the finished product, but for
painters who have an open mind, a willingness to explore new ideas
and a desire to develop their own creative vision.
We prefer candidates who have taken one of our core skills courses
(Simply Oils for instance), and are equipped to make the best of the
technical instruction on offer
If you are new to painting please consider taking one or more of our
short courses before considering the Diploma.
The ideal short course to take before joining a Diploma is our
original flagship course in core skills, Simply Oils. Simply will
provide you with an enhanced understanding of the key concepts in
oil painting, a taste of our structured teaching methods, chance to
try out our facilities, and an opportunity to round off one of the
course days with your Diploma interview.
Alternatively, the School organises Diploma Taster Days each year,
which are designed to allow you to experience the School, attend a
detailed presentation on the course, watch demonstrations, paint a
benchmark oil with us and take your diploma interview.
To arrange an interview, book a short course or reserve your place
on our next taster day simply contact
jane@norfolkpaintingschool.com

'All success starts by
pursuing a goal'
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Course Dates
Diploma 15 (April 2020 ) Workshop Dates
Diploma Orientation
April 22nd , 1p.m. to 6p.m. followed by a welcome supper at 7p.m.
Trimester One 2020
April 23rd - 25th
May 28th - 30th
July 2nd - 4th
Trimester Two 2020
September 17th - 19th
October 22nd - 24th
November 24th - 26th (Note Tuesday - Thursday)
Trimester Three 2021
January 21st - 23rd
February 4th - 6th
April 15th - 17th

2020/21 Annual course fees
The Diploma can be taken with or without inclusive school
accomodation . The full course fees, which are payable in four
separate stages are as follows.
Without accommodation £6270
With accommodation £7350
Deposit £1250 payable on acceptance of a place
Trimester One: £2450 payable on or before January 23rd 2020
( £2090 without accommodation)
Trimester Two: £2450 payable on or before April 23rd 2020 (£2090
without accommodation)
Trimester Three: £1200 payable on or before September 17th 2020
( £840 without accommodation)
Full booking terms and conditions are available upon request
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